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Sermon for August 5, 2018 

For the love of the Great Lakes 

John 6:22-35 

The Reverend Roger Pancost 

When my siblings and I cleaned out my parent’s home a number of years              
ago we found hundreds and hundreds of photographic slides. Not knowing what to             
do with these slides at the time, we loaded them into two plastic tubs and sent them                 
home with my oldest sister. They have sat in her basement for years. 

A few months ago I acquired an old projector and brought the slides to my               
home. As I was looking through these slides I came across one of me when I was                 
about five-years-old sitting on a piece of drift wood in the channel that connects              
Silver Lake and Lake Michigan. I have a huge smile on my face because I loved                
walking the channel with my family out to Lake Michigan. 

If I were to make a slide-show of my life it would include numerous pictures               
of the Great Lakes. There are pictures from childhood of my family camping at              
Ludington State Park, and pictures of us driving over the beautiful straits of             
Mackinac on the Mackinac Bridge. 

From my high school days there are pictures of me with our church’s youth              
group on retreat at Pilgrim Haven, a UCC camp that was located on Lake              
Michigan. There are images of me as a college student making trips with my              
friends to Muskegon State Park. During the year of my seminary internship in             
Toledo, OH there are pictures of me with friends on the island of Put-in-Bay in               
Lake Erie. From the years when I was a new pastor serving in New York state,                
there are pictures of me leading a youth camping trip on the shores of Lake               
Ontario. 

From other years in which I lived away from Michigan, there are pictures of              
me taking my parents on day trips to Holland and South Haven, where my mother               
loved to walk to the end of the pier. When my mother was no longer able to walk                  
that far, I pushed her in a wheel chair.  

Fast-forward the slide-show to a little over a week ago and you see me and               
my family enjoying the beaches of Lake Michigan in the region of the Sleeping              
Bear National Lake Shore. We are laughing in the waves, making sandcastles on             
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the beach, and carefully combing the water’s edge for Petoskey Stones and other             
natural treasures. 

This slide-show would reveal that my love of the Great Lakes began at an              
early age and has continued throughout my life.  

Those of us on the Worship Committee chose the theme of the Great Lakes              
for this service because we know that many people love these amazing bodies of              
water. There are many reasons for this love: 

One reason has to do with the beauty of the Great Lakes. This beauty is               
everywhere…whether you are watching waves crash across the rocks of Lake           
Superior, enjoying a sunrise over Lake Huron, or watching the sun set over Lake              
Michigan.  

In addition to being beautiful, the Great Lakes offer a sense of tranquility.             
As you sit on the shore staring out at these great expanses of water, you can feel                 
peace washing over you. Many people feel restored after spending time along the             
shores of the Great Lakes. 

Some people enjoy the recreational opportunities offered by the Great Lakes.           
These activities include swimming, boating, fishing and sailing. Others like          
learning about the history of the Great Lakes, which includes Native American            
travels and 19th century lighthouses. 

In addition to offering recreational activities, the Great Lakes provide one of            
the most important things that our bodies need…water! It is estimated that the             
Great Lakes provide drinking water to over 42 million people.  

If you love Great Lakes you are in good company, and I am not talking               
about me. The gospel accounts make it clear that Jesus also loved Great Lakes.              
Throughout his life Jesus was connected to the Sea of Galilee, which isn’t a sea at                
all, but a large freshwater lake. The first disciples Jesus called were fishermen on              
that lake. Jesus often used boats as a means of getting to a place of solitude. At                 
other times, Jesus used boats as a platform to teach people who were gathered              
along the shore. Jesus clearly loved being near the water. 

As I reflected on what it means to love the Great Lakes, it occurred to me                
that loving these amazing bodies of water is similar to loving other people. When              
you love someone you spend time with that person. The same is true of the Great                
Lakes. We are fortunate to be able to enjoy these lakes without having to travel               
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very far. It is good to take time to enjoy all that the Great Lakes have to share with                   
us. 

In the same way that loving other people means showing respect, we show             
our love to the Great Lakes by respecting the eco systems that surround them. It is                
important for visitors to help protect the fragile dunes and wetlands. 

Related to “respect” is “care.” In a publication titled, “A Citizen’s Guide to             
Protecting the Great Lakes,” the Sierra Club offers a number of suggestions. One             
thing that all of us can do involves reducing the amount of water that we use.                
Although it seems impossible that we would ever lose the Great Lakes, we should              
never take this resource for granted. We can help protect them right here in our               
own communities by installing rain barrels and rain gardens to help prevent            
unnecessary runoff. We can also reduce the use of pesticides and fertilizers that             
make their way into waterways. Composting food scraps, rather than sending them            
down the drain, is also helpful. 

Another aspect of love involves advocating for the well-being of another           
person. In terms of the Great Lakes we can encourage local and state governments              
to continue using the Great Lakes Legacy Act to clean up contaminated sites. We              
can support renewable sources of energy that do not pollute the water with             
mercury. We can encourage the restoration of Great Lakes tributaries which           
support a variety of wildlife and the health of the water. We can also advocate that                
our elected leaders address issues that threaten the lakes, such as old pipelines, and              
Asian Carp. 

It is my hope that the slide-show of my life, which reveals my love of the                
Great Lakes, will continue long after I am gone. Rather than pictures of me, it will                
show pictures of people from future generations enjoying this very precious natural            
resource. It is up to all of us to make sure that this comes true. 

 

 


